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Abstract—Network slicing is increasingly used to partition
network infrastructure between different mobile services. Precise
service-wise mobile traffic forecasting becomes essential in this
context, as mobile operators seek to pre-allocate resources to each
slice in advance, to meet the distinct requirements of individual
services. This paper attacks the problem of multi-service mobile
traffic forecasting using a sequence-to-sequence (S2S) learning
paradigm and convolutional long short-term memories (ConvL-
STMs). The proposed architecture is designed so as to effectively
extract complex spatiotemporal features of mobile network traffic
and predict with high accuracy the future demands for individual
services at city scale. We conduct experiments on a mobile traffic
dataset collected in a large European metropolis, demonstrating
that the proposed S2S-ConvLSTM can forecast the mobile traffic
volume produced by tens of different services in advance of up
to one hour, by just using measurements taken during the past
hour. In particular, our solution achieves mean absolute errors
(MAE) at antenna level that are below 13KBps, outperforming
other deep learning approaches by up to 31.2%.
Index Terms—Mobile traffic forecasting; deep learning; con-
volutional long short-term memory.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of 5G networks and IoT technology
is triggering a surge in mobile traffic consumption globally.
As a matter of fact, the latest estimations indicate that 77.5
exabytes of mobile data will be consumed per month by 2022,
which accounts for 71% of the total IP traffic [1]. At the same
time, digital services continue to diversify and demand often
conflicting performance guarantees (e.g., low latency vs. high
throughput vs. high reliability). Precision traffic engineering
thus becomes increasingly important, as operator must be
able to allocate resources intelligently for each service and
anticipate individual future demands. Network slicing is a
first step towards addressing these challenges, enabling to
logically isolate network infrastructure on a per-service basis.
Allocating sufficient resources to a certain slice however
requires precise measurements and detailed real-time analysis
of mobile traffic [2]. Achieving this is computationally ex-
pensive [3] and relies heavily on specialized equipment (e.g.,
measurement probes [4]).
To alleviate these issues, mobile operators seek to forecast
future mobile traffic consumption, so as to be able to react
to changes in traffic volume in advance. Driven by recent
progress in advanced parallel computing, deep learning is
becoming increasingly important in this area [5]. In particular
deep learning based predictors can minimize the effort devoted
to feature engineering and automatically extract spatiotemporal
dependencies inherent to mobile traffic [6]. However, existing
deep learning-based forecasting approaches largely deliver
predictions only on traffic aggregates (e.g., [7], [8]). Hence,
such tools have limited applicability to network slicing, where
precise information of the future traffic demand of individual
services is required.
To achieve precise mobile traffic forecasting in support
of network slicing, in this paper we propose to leverage
sequence-to-sequence learning [9] and convolutional long
short-term memories (ConvLSTMs) [10], targeting network-
wide traffic prediction over a broad range of mobile services.
The ConvLSTM structure incorporates convolution operations
into long short-term memory (LSTM), enabling it to capture
dependencies in both spatial and temporal dimensions, which
are routinely encountered in mobile traffic. By combining this
with sequence-to-sequence (S2S) learning, our architecture
performs end-to-end forecasting with minimal assumptions on
the structure of traffic measurement time series.
We conduct experiments with a large-scale mobile traffic
dataset consisting of detailed measurements collected by a
major operator at nearly 800 antennas distributed across a
metropolitan area in Europe. Test results over 17 consecutive
days demonstrate that our proposed deep learning architecture
can perform 1-hour mobile traffic forecasting with high accu-
racy for 36 distinct services. Specifically, our solution achieves
a mean absolute error (MAE) of 13KBps per service per an-
tenna and up to 9.63% prediction error in terms of normalized
MAE (NMAE), outperforming deep learning baselines by up
to 31.2%. In addition, grouping services into 8 main categories
leads to a NMAE that is as low as 3.79%. These results
confirm that our proposal can be used as a reliable tool for
multi-service mobile traffic forecasting in support of resource
management for network slicing.
II. THE MULTI-SERVICE FORECASTING PROBLEM
The objective of this work is to achieve precise forecasts of
mobile data traffic consumption by individual services, at the
level of multiple antennas distributed in a city, given sequences
of historical traffic measurements. Formally, consider a geo-
graphical region where a set of antennas, A, is deployed across
different locations, to provide user coverage. Each antenna
generates mobile data traffic continuously, which is consumed
by a set of mobile services, S. We denote the traffic demand
accommodated by antenna a ∈ A for a specific service s ∈ S
at time t as dsa(t). A network-level traffic snapshot for a service
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s is denoted by Ds(t), which gathers the demand of that
service at all antennas distributed in the target region, i.e.,
Ds(t) = {dsa(t)|a ∈ A}. We further denote by DS(t) the set
of snapshots at time t for the full service set considered, i.e.,
DS = {Ds(t)|s ∈ S}.
The mobile traffic forecasting problem of interest can be
defined as inferring the traffic volumes in K future mobile
traffic snapshots given T previous observations. From a ma-
chine learning perspective, this requires solving
D˜S(t+ 1), . . . , D˜S(t+K) :=
argmax
DS(t),...,DS(t+K)
p
(DS(t), · · · ,DS(t+K) |
DS(t− T + 1), . . . ,DS(t)),
(1)
where D˜S(t + k) denotes the traffic demands inferred over
the service set S for all antennas in A at future time instances
t+k, 0 ≤ k ≤ K. Solving this problem is not straightforward,
as it requires to infer K × S × A variables at a time, where
intricate spatiotemporal correlations exist among these. To
tackle this problem, we employ sequence-to-sequence learning
and ConvLSTMs, which enables modelling complex traffic
dependencies and achieving precise mobile traffic forecasting
per individual services. We detail the proposed neural network
architecture next.
III. SEQUENCE-TO-SEQUENCE CONVLSTM
Convolutional long short-term memories (ConvLSTMs) are
a special class of recurrent neural networks that incorporate
convolution operations into LSTM to extract correlations
across both spatial and temporal dimensions. Compared to
“vanilla” LSTM, the ConvLSTM replace the inner dense
connections with convolution operations. This reduces signifi-
cantly the number of parameters that must be configured in the
model and enables to preserve important spatial correlations.
This feature is particularly relevant to mobile data traffic
modelling, as traffic snapshots exhibit embraces non-trivial
spatio-temporal correlations [6].
Given a sequence of 3-D inputs (i.e., a sequence of mobile
traffic snapshots) denoted D = {D(1), D(2), . . . , D(T )},
the operations performed by a single ConvLSTM are given
in (2)1. Here ‘’ denotes the Hadamard product, ‘∗’ the 2-D
convolution operator, and σ(·) is a sigmoid function.
it = σ(Wxi ∗D(t) +Whi ∗Ht−1 +Wci  Ct−1 + bi),
ft = σ(Wxf ∗D(t) +Whf ∗Ht−1 +Wcf  Ct−1 + bf ),
Ct = ft  Ct−1 + it  tanh(Wxc ∗D(t) +Whc ∗Ht−1 + bc),
ot = σ(Wxo ∗D(t) +Who ∗Ht−1 +Wco  Ct + bo),
Ht = ot  tanh(Ct).
(2)
In the above, W(··) and b(·) denote the weights and biases
of the model, which are learned during training. The inputs
D(t), cell outputs Ct, hidden states Ht, input gates it, forget
gates ft, and output gates ot in the ConvLSTM’s inner
1To reduce clutter in the notation, we drop the superscripts that indicate a
particular service in the remainder of the discussion.
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Fig. 1. The overall architecture of the ConvLSTM with sequence-to-sequence
learning employed in this study for multi-service mobile traffic forecasting.
structure are all 3-D tensors. The first two dimensions of
the tensors form the spatial dimension, while the third is the
number of feature maps, i.e., traffic snapshots for different
services Ds(t). The ConvLSTM is configured with a set of
gates, allowing the model to “learn to forget” in both spatial
and temporal dimensions. This is beneficial to capturing
long-term dependencies in mobile traffic.
Sequence-to-sequence learning is a technique widely-applied
to recurrent neural network (RNN) for machine translation
tasks [9]. This structure employs a RNN model to encode
the input into a low-dimensional tensor. The decoder is
another RNN model that decodes the tensor encoded into
a sequence. The sequence-to-sequence architecture provides
an end-to-end mapping from different sequences, which
is particular well-suited for the mobile traffic forecasting
problem, since essentially we seek to infer a sequence (i.e.,
future mobile traffic demand) from another sequence (i.e.,
mobile traffic measurements observation).
S2S-ConvLSTM – the overall architecture of the pro-
posed neural network for multi-service traffic forecasting is
illustrated in Fig. 1. Similar to the RGB channels of images,
traffic snapshots of different services at a given time are treated
as different convolutional channels. These snapshots will be
first processed by convolutional embedding layers to meet
the dimension requirement. Important spatio-temporal features
of mobile traffic are distilled hierarchically through stacks of
ConvLSTM layers, and are encoded and squeezed as the final
states of the encoder at time t. Such states are delivered to a
decoder, which is responsible for decoding the information
encoded into predictions of future traffic volumes, through
other convolutional embedding layers. The encoder-decoder
architecture can be trained in an end-to-end manner.
IV. MOBILE TRAFFIC DATASET AND PREPROCESSING
To assess the performance of the proposed forecasting
solution, we conduct experiments using a large-scale mobile
traffic dataset collected by a major operator in a large European
metropolitan area during 85 consecutive days. This produces
2
Fig. 2. Demands for services in the considered set S. Fraction of the total traffic consumed by each mobile service (left) and each service category (right).
24,482 traffic snapshots for individual service. Each mobile
traffic snapshot comprises the traffic demand accommodated
by 792 antennas (i.e., |A| = 792) aggregated every 5 minutes.
We filter antennas where active traffic flows exist at least 90%
of the time, in order to eliminate 2G antennas and those that
have been decommissioned or are enabled only sporadically.
Before feeding the traffic volume information to the model,
uplink and downlink traffic is combined at each antenna. The
dataset contains traffic consumption information for individual
mobile services.
All data is collected at the network Packet Gateway (PGW)
level and classified using deep packet inspection. This allows
to identify traffic flow usage of specific services. Due to data
protection and confidentiality constraints, we do not disclose
the identity of the mobile operator or information about the
exact location of the data collection campaign. For the same
reason, we do not associate performance results to named
services. The data collection procedure were conducted under
the supervision of the competent national privacy agency,
and complies with applicable regulations. In addition, the
dataset employed for our study is fully anonymized, as it only
provides service traffic information at the antenna without any
indication of individual subscriber flows.
A. Service Usage Overview
The services that we consider in this study were selected by
considering those that (i) generate reasonably large amounts
of network traffic, (ii) represent a variety of application
types, and (iii) may be a target for network slicing. These
considerations ensure that popular high-traffic-volume services
for which network resource management is critical are cap-
tured. Specifically, our set S includes 36 distinct services
(including YouTube, Netflix, Snapchat, Instagram, Facebook,
PokemonGo, Spotify, etc.) that globally are responsible for
more than 80% of the total mobile data traffic in the tar-
get region. The services in S are fairly heterogeneous, and
can be categorized into streaming, social media, web, chat,
cloud, gaming and miscellaneous classes of applications. This
ensures that our selection encompasses services with diverse
spatiotemporal dynamics [11], [12], and that our S provides
a relevant case study to evaluate multi-service forecasting in
a general, realistic configuration.
An overview of the fraction of the total traffic consumed
by each service and each category throughout the duration of
the measurement campaign is given in Fig. 2. The left plot
confirms the power law previously observed in the demands
generated by individual mobile services. Also, streaming ap-
pears to be the dominant type of traffic, with five services
ranking among the top ten. This is confirmed by the right
plot, where we can see that streaming accounts for around
half of the total traffic consumption. Web, cloud, social media,
and chat services also consume large fractions of the total
mobile traffic, between 8.47% and 17.13%, whereas gaming
only accounts for 0.36% of the demand.
B. Data Preprocessing
Neural networks that contain convolution operations, includ-
ing ConvLSTM, naturally require data in matrix form as input
i.e., regular grid-like structure. However, antennas are non-
uniformly distributed in the region covered, which violates
the input format requirement. We mitigate this problem by
constructing a regular grid that has the same number of points
as the number of antennas and subsequently performing a one-
to-one antenna-to-point mapping. We do this by minimizing
the total geographic distance between antennas and virtual grid
points using the Hungarian algorithm [13]. This translates the
antenna point cloud into a gird structure that complies with the
matrix form input requirement, while minimizing the spatial
displacement and preserving the spatial correlations. Before
feeding the measurement data into the neural network, we
normalize the traffic volume by subtracting the mean and di-
viding by the standard deviation. This accelerates the training
convergence and leads to superior forecasting performance.
V. EXPERIMENTS
We build our neural network using the open-source Python
libraries TensorFlow [14] and TensorLayer [15]. The architec-
ture is trained and tested using a high-performance computing
cluster with two NVIDIA Tesla K40M GPUs with 2280 cores.
In what follows, we first describe discuss benchmarks used
for comparison, and the experimental settings and metrics
employed for evaluation. Then we report the performance
achieved overall and at individual service-level.
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as the forecasting duration increases.
TABLE I
BENCHMARK NEURAL NETWORKS AND THEIR CONFIGURATION.
Model Configuration
MLP 5 hidden layers, 500 hidden units each.
CNN Eleven vanilla convolutional layers with batch
normalization layers [16], followed by a
fully-connected layer. Each layer is configured with
3× 3 filters and 128 channels.
3D CNN Eleven 3D convolutional layers with batch
normalization layers [16], followed by a
fully-connected layer. Each layer is configured with
3× 3× 3 filters and 128 channels.
LSTM Same as Figure 1, replacing the ConvLSTM blocks
with vanilla LSTM blocks with 500 hidden units, and
the convolutional layers are replaced by
fully-connected layers.
A. Benchmarks
We compare our proposed ConvLSTM against four dif-
ferent neural network architectures, whose configuration we
summarize in Table I. The multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is
the simplest neural network class [17] with multiple stacks of
fully-connected layers. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
are frequently used for modelling 2D data [18]. 3D CNN
upgrades the CNN by extending the convolution to a third
(temporal) dimension. This makes it a good candidate for
spatio-temporal data modelling [19]. Long Short-Term Mem-
ory (LSTM) is frequently exploited for modelling sequential
data [20], such as time series forecasting and natural language
processing.
We train all models considered by minimizing the mean
square error (MSE) loss function between ground truth obser-
vation and predictions, i.e.,
MSE(t) =
1
|S| · |A|
∑
s∈S
∑
a∈A
||d˜sa(t)− dsa(t)||2, (3)
where d˜sa(t) denotes the predicted traffic volume at antenna a
for service s at time t, and dsa(t) is the corresponding ground
truth. Neural networks are trained using a Stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) based optimizer named Adam [21] with the
default configuration (β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999,  = 10−8) and
initial learning rate set to 0.0001.
B. Experimental Setting and Performance Metrics
In our experiments, we employ all neural network models
to deliver up to 1-hour long mobile traffic forecasting, given
consecutive 1-hour measurement observations taken every 5
minutes. Therefore, all models take as input 12 mobile traffic
snapshots and forecast the volume of the following 12 traffic
snapshots. Snapshots of different services are regarded as
different channels and thus they share the same predictive
model. Given that measurements are accumulated every 5
minutes, this means T = 11 and K = 12. We evaluate the
performance of our proposed S2S-ConvLSTM, along with that
of all benchmarks, by means of the following three metrics.
The mean absolute error (MAE) is usually used to measure
the difference between two variables, but it is also employed
as a measure of prediction accuracy:
MAE(t) =
1
|S| · |A|
∑
s∈S
∑
a∈A
|d˜sa(t)− dsa(t)|. (4)
The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is often used to
assess the quality of image reconstruction. Nonetheless, this
metric has also been employed in networking scenarios, where
mobile network traffic snapshots are treated similar to im-
ages [6]. Formally:
PSNR(t) = 20 log dmax(t) −
10 log
1
|S| · |A|
∑
s∈S
∑
a∈A
||d˜sa(t)− dsa(t)||2, (5)
where dmax(t) is the highest traffic volume recorded over all
antennas a ∈ A, and all services s ∈ S in our test set.
Structural similarity (SSIM) is traditionally employed for
measuring the perceived similarity between uncompressed and
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compressed images or videos [22]. We can take a similar
approach to measure the similarity between ground truth traffic
snapshots and their predicted counterparts, computing:
SSIM(t) =(
2 d˜sa(t) µd(t) + c1
)(
2 COV(dsa(t), d˜
s
a(t)) + c2
)
(
d˜sa(t)
2 µd(t)2 + c1
)(
VAR(dsa(t))VAR(d˜
s
a(t)) + c2
) , (6)
where µd(t) is the average traffic recorded for all services, at
all antennas and time instants of the test set. VAR(·) and COV(·)
denote the variance and covariance, respectively. Coefficients
c1 and c2 are employed to stabilize the fraction in the presence
of weak denominators. Following standard practice, we set
c1 = (k1L)
2 and c2 = (k2L)2, where L = 2 is the dynamic
range of float type data, and k1 = 0.1, k2 = 0.3.
C. Performance Comparison
We summarize the comparative performance evaluation of
all the models considered, in terms of MAE, PSNR and SSIM,
in Fig. 3. Note that lower MAE, higher PSNR, and higher
SSIM indicate better forecasting performance. Observe that
the proposed ConvLSTM obtains the best performance across
all metrics, which confirms the effectiveness of our proposal.
Taking a closer look at Fig. 3, CNN achieves the poorest per-
formance among all the neural network structures studied, due
to its lack of modules capable of handling sequential data. 3D
CNN mitigates this by extending the convolution operation to
the temporal dimension, leading to superior performance over
CNN. LSTM works reasonably well in terms of forecasting,
as its performance is close to that of the proposed ConvLSTM
based solution in terms of all metrics. These results suggest
that (i) capturing temporal correlation is particularly important
for forecasting; indeed LSTM and ConvLSTM work best
among all approaches; and (ii) the performance of LSTM can
be further improved by incorporating convolution operations,
as spatial correlations in the geographic distribution of mobile
traffic are non-negligible. Overall, our proposal obtains up to
31.2% higher prediction accuracy, 2.93% higher fidelity and
37.0% better structural similarity.
To better appreciate the performance achieved by the pro-
posed S2S-ConvLSTM architecture, in Fig. 4 we show the
MAE obtained across different prediction steps, i.e., when the
forecasting length increases. Intuitively, the prediction error
will grow with the prediction step, as uncertainty increases
with time. Fig. 4 confirms our hypothesis, as the MAE grows
with the prediction step. Overall, forecasting at 60 minutes
ahead yields 8.7% higher prediction errors than those obtained
in the first prediction step (5 minutes ahead), but the errors
remain within a reasonable range.
D. Service-wise Evaluation
Finally, we dive deeper into the performance of the proposed
S2S-ConvLSTM, by evaluating the forecasting accuracy for
each individual service. To this end, we compute the following
normalized MAE (NMAE) associated with a service s ∈ S:
NMAEs =
1
|A| · |T | ·∑
a∈A
∑
t∈T
|d˜sa(t)− dsa(t)|
maxk∈(t,t+K) dsa(k)−mink∈(t,t+K) dsa(k)
,
(7)
where T denotes the total number of time instances where
forecasting is activated. The denominator in the sum terms
5
represents the total span of demand values generated by
service s at antenna a from t+1 to t+K. This normalization
makes the performance across services comparable.
The left plot in Fig. 5 shows the forecasting performance for
each of the 36 services in our reference set S. Observe that
our S2S-ConvLSTM achieves very accurate performance, as
the NMAE values attained are all below 10%. This suggests
that our proposal works well for most of the services. The right
plot in Fig. 5 shows the NMAE performance across different
categories that group the same types of services. Observe
that steaming services are subject to the highest prediction
error, as they consumes a large amount of traffic and exhibit
fluctuations frequently. Grouping the same types of services
also leads to less noisy traffic streams, and consequently to
better forecasting performance. More specifically, the NMAEs
evaluated at the category level never exceeds 3.79% for all
categories considered.
For a more detailed view of the performance the proposed
S2S-ConvLSTM, in Fig. 6 we give the time evolution of the
traffic predicted at three times different future steps (i.e., 5,
30, and 60 mins ahead, represented by different colors) at the
level of a single antenna, for 5 different types of services.
Also shown in the plots are the corresponding ground truth
observations. Since the time evolution of traffic consumption
at antenna level varies significantly, perfectly predicting the
exact future consumption becomes impossible. However, the
traffic series predictions obtained with our approach overlap
remarkably well with the ground truth, irrespective to the
forecast length and type of service targeted. This further
confirms the effectiveness and generalization ability of our
S2S-ConvLSTM approach.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we attacked the multi-service mobile traffic
forecasting problem to support resource management for net-
work slicing. We proposed to employ a sequence-to-sequence
learning paradigm together with ConvLSTM structures, which
can achieve up to 1-hour long traffic forecasting for 36
mobile services with high accuracy, given 1-hour measurement
based observations. Experiments conducted over a large-scale
mobile traffic dataset collected in an European metropolis
demonstrated that our proposal achieves mean absolute error
(MAE) performance of 13KBps per antenna, outperforming
deep learning benchmarks by up to 31.2%. Importantly, our
solution generalizes well to almost all mobile services since,
with the exception of a few outliers, it yields prediction errors
below 9.7% at service level, and only 3.79% when services
are categorized.
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